
Chapter Seven 

Citation Analysis 
as a Method of Historical 
Research into Science 

The use of citation analysis in research on the history of science is based on a literary 
model of the scientific process. In this model, scientific work is represented by the 
papers written and published to report it, and the relationships between discrete 
pieces of work are represented by the references in the papers. Price, one of the 
Ieading contributors to the model, has taken this view of the scientific process to the 
point of defining scientific papers as the chief product of a scientist’s work, and a 
scientist as one who writes scientific papers (1). Though the literary model is cer- 
tainly a gross simplification of the scientific process, it seems to provide a functional 
view of that process that is both accurate and useful. Price has used it in a series of 
studies that have produced a number of insights into how science works and the 
ways in which it differs from, and interacts with, technology (l-4). Small and Grif- 
fith have used it to define the specialities that make up the leading edge of scientific 
development (5,6), and I have used it to clarify the interactions between broad fields 
of research (7). 

The accuracy and productivity of the model for historical studies was tested and 
proved in 1964 in a study conducted for the Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
(8). That study was concerned with determining whether citation analysis could be 
used to develop an accurate and useful network diagram of the cumulative research 
that led to a given scientific breakthrough. 

The idea was not entirely a new one. Bernal had used the network diagram tech- 
nique in 1953 to show the antecedents and consequences of Pasteur’s discovery of 
molecular asymmetry but had not based it on citation analysis (9). The potential 
usefulness of references for historical research was suggested in 1955 (10). Then, in 
1960, Dr. Gordon Allen put together the two ideas of references and diagrams with 
the illustration shown in Figure 7.1. A picture of the chronological and citation rela- 
tionships among the papers in a bibliography on the staining of nucleic acids, the 
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Figure 7.1 Citation network of the development of nucleic-acid staining. 

KEY 

1. Rabinowitch 1941 9. Appel1958 
2. Michaelis 1947 10. Steiner 1958 
3. Michaelis 1950 11. Steiner 1959 
4. Zanker 1952 12. Bradley 1959 
5. Northland 1954 13. Bradley 1959 
6. Lawley 1956 14. Bradley 1960 
7. Peacocke 1956 15. Loeser 1960 
8. Appe11958 

diagram uses circles arranged vertically in chronological order to represent papers 
and has arrows to represent the references between papers. Though Allen had not in- 
tended it, the resulting network diagram struck me as being a concise, easily 
understood outline of the historical development of the staining methodology. That 
observation led directly to the idea of using references to diagram the research 
dynamics of a given scientific development over time (11). According to the literary 
model of the scientific process, that type of analysis and presentation could be ex- 
pected to be very useful to science historians. Bernal (12), Price (13), Leake (14), and 
Shryock (15) agreed that the idea had merit. The study for the Air Force was de- 
signed to determine how much. 
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ESTABLISHING A BASE LINE 

To test the historical accuracy of citation analysis, we needed a base line-a recent 
scientific breakthrough whose history had been analyzed and documented by a 
recognized authority. We chose as our base line The Genetic Code, by Dr. Isaac 
Asimov (16), a clear, concise account of more than a century of complex research 
that led, eventually, to the development and validation of the DNA theory of genetic 
coding that controls protein synthesis. 

The study strategy was simple: produce a network diagram of the events and rela- 
tionships described by Asimov, produce a second diagram from the references in the 
papers that reported the Asimov events, compare the two to see how closely they 
match, and perform a thorough citation analysis of the papers to see whether they 
identify any important events or relationships missed by Asimov. How the strategy 
was implemented is shown in Figure 7.2. 

The first task was to analyze Asmiov’s account of the development to identify the 
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Figure 7.2 Flowchart of major tasks in study to validate use of citation analysis in defining the history 
of scientific development. 
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Figure 7.3 Network diagram of how DNA theory was developed and proved, as defined by I. Asimov in 
The Genetic Code. 
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KEY 

1. Braconnot 1820 
2. Mendell 
3. Miescher 1871 
4. Flemming 1879 
5. Kossel 1886 
6. Fischer and Piloty 1891 
7. DeVries 1900 
8. Fischer 1907 
9. Levene and Jacobs 1909 

10.’ Muller 1926 
11. Griffith 1928 
12. Levene with Mori and London 1929 
13. Alloway 1932 
14. Stanley 1935 
15. Levene and Tipson 1935 
16. Bawden and Pirie 1936-1937 
17. Caspersson and Schultz 1938-1939 
18. Beadle and Tatum 1941 
19. Martin and Synge 1943-1944 
20. Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty 1944 

21. Chargaff 1947 
22. Chargaff 1950 
23. Pauling and Corey 1950-1951 
24. Sanger 1951-1953 
25. Hershey and Chase 1952 
26. Wilkins 1953 
27. Watson and Crick 1953 
28. DuVigneaud 1953 
29. Todd 1955 
30. Palade 1954-1956 
31. Fraenkel-Conrat 1955-1957 
32. Ochoa 1955-1956 
33. Kornberg 1956-1957 
34. Hoagland 1957-1958 
35. Jacob and Monod 1960-1961 
36. Hurwitz 1960 
37. Dintzis 1961 
38. Novelli 1961-1962 
39. Allfrey and Mirsky 1962 
40. Nirenberg and Matthaei 1961-1962 

research events and relationships he described. Forty events were found, ranging in 
time from 1820 to 1962. The descriptions of 36 of them included the names of the in- 
vestigators involved; the remaining four did not, but they did give enough other in- 
formation for us to be able to identify the investigators. Asimov also identified 29 
relationships between events and implied the existence of another 14. 

All 40 events and 43 relationships were then laid out in a network diagram (Figure 
7.3) in which the nodes represent events and the arrows between nodes represent 
research relationships. Each node is numbered and identifies the name of the in- 
vestigator credited with the research, the years covered by the research, and the 
general type of research. The type of research is shown by the corner code, which 
distinguishes between genetics, protein chemistry, nucleic acid chemistry, and 
virology. The nodes are grouped by type of research along three vertical lines to 
show the development and evolution of the three oldest research fronts. Protein 
chemistry events are on the left, nucleic acid chemistry on the right, and genetics in 
the middle. The diagram shows each of them as having been distinctly separate lines 
of research in the nineteenth century (bottom of diagram) and then combining to 
form molecular biology about the middle of this century (middle and top of 
diagram). 

THE CITATION-BASED NETWORK 

Developing a network diagram from the references of the papers that reported the 
nodal events began with an extensive literature search to determine which papers 
should be used. The search was conducted, on the names of investigators and sub- 
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jects obtained and derived from the Asimov book, in a number @of major indexes, 
namely Chemical Abstracts, Current List of Medical Literature, and Index Medicus. 

Though there was no problem in finding papers on the subjects of the nodal 
events, there was one in finding the particular papers that first reported the events as 
Asimov described them. The problem was one of judgment. Certain events were 
reported in a number of papers, all of which had to be analyzed thoroughly by sub- 
ject specialists to determine which one was the first to report the particular research 
described by Asimov. Generally, the most difficult choices were posed by the events 
that took place after 1945, which is when scientists began the practice of publishing 
significant results in several journals concurrently and of publishing the results of 
multistage research a stage at a time. One paper chosen, for example, was the thirty- 
second of a series. 

Strict adherence to the self-imposed rule that the papers selected be the first to 
report the events as Asimov defined them was an important convention in the 
methodology of the study. A number of events were first reported in papers with few 
references and later elaborated on in papers containing extensive bibliographies. The 
Watson and Crick discovery of the molecular configuration of DNA, for example, 
was announced in two articles, published in Nature, with minimal bibliographies. 
Within the year, however, Watson and Rich published a paper on the same subject, 
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U.S.,that had a much more 
extensive bibliography. By always selecting representative papers on the basis of first 
announcement rather than length of bibliography, the study team made the test of 
the citation analysis technique considerably more rigorous than it might have been. 
As a result, the citation-based network that was developed is a demonstration not of 
how much historical detail citation analysis can define, but of whether it can define 
at least enough to be useful in the study of science history. 

The literature search and review produced a total of 65 papers, which reported the 
nodal events, and 89 investigators, who were credited with authorship of the papers. 
These papers and investigators were the basis of the citation analysis that was per- 
formed to develop the alternative network diagram. 

For the purposes of this analysis, a citation index (see excerpt in Figure 7.4) was 
developed from the 65 nodal papers. The primary entries in the index were the 
reference citations from the 65 papers. Under each entry were listed the nodal papers 
that cited it. 

Using the nodal citation index to identify reference connections between papers, 
the network diagram shown in Figure 7.5 was developed and promptly named a 
“historiograph” (“historiogram” might have been more appropriate). The nodes 
are the Asimov events. The arrows connecting the nodes, however, reflect the rela- 
tionships between events that are identified not by Asimov, but by the references in 
the nodal papers. Some of the connections are strong ones, consisting of references 
with a formal citation to another nodal paper, to a relevant nonnodal paper by a 
nodal author, or to a nonnodal paper by the citing author that, in turn, cites a nodal 
paper. In other words, all the strong connections are explicit references, though 
some are through an intermediate self-citation, to papers by nodal authors that are 
on the subject of nodal events. Other connections are weaker, consisting of 
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Figure 7.4 Excerpt of Nodal Citation Index, compiled from the bibliographies of the 65 papers that 
reported the events specified by I. Asimov in his history of the DNA theory. 

acknowledgments of the relevant work of another nodal author without explicitly 
citing a particular paper, or references to papers by nonnodal authors that, in turn, 
cite a nodal paper. 

The citation analysis performed to identify relationships was far from exhaustive. 
First of all, the nodal citation index was compiled only from the papers chosen to 
represent the nodal events. As mentioned earlier, these papers were only a fraction 
of what had been written to report some of the nodal events. If all the relevant 
papers by nodal authors had been included in the citation index, many more rela- 
tionships between nodal events might have been identified. Second, the effort to un- 
cover the relationships identified by even the limited citation index that was used 
concentrated primarily on looking for direct connections between nodal papers, 
regardless of whether the reference included a formal citation or stopped with an 
acknowledgment in the text. For economic reasons the search for indirect citations, 



Figure 7.5 Network diagram of how the DNA theory was developed and proved, as defined 
tion connections among the nodal papers. 

by the cita- 
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1. Braconnot 1820 
2. Mendell 
3. Miescher 1871 
4. Flemming 1879 
5. Kossell886 
6. Fischer and Piloty 1891 
7. DeVries 1900 
8. Fischer 1907 
9. Levene and Jacobs 1909 

10. Muller 1926 
11. Griffith 1928 
12. Levene with Mori and London 1929 
13. Alloway 1932 
14. Stanley 1935 
15. Levene and Tipson I935 
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20. Avery, MacLcod, and McCarty 1944 
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21. Chargaff 1947 
22. Chargaff 1950 
23. Pauling and Corey 1950-1951 
24. Sanger 195 1-1953 
25. Hershey and Chase I952 
26. Wilkins 1953 
27. Watson and Crick 1953 
28. DuVigneaud 1953 
29. Todd 1955 
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31. Fraenkel-Conrat 1955-l 957 
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made through an intermediate reference, was conducted only in cases where no 
direct links existed. While this approach did not reduce the number of nodal events 
that could be linked together, it did understate the strength of some of the connec- 
tions. 

Despite these limitations, the citation analysis identified a total of 59 relationships 
between nodal events, and all but 11 of them were identified by strong reference 
links. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

A comparative analysis of the historiographs produced from the Asimov account 
and the citation analysis turned up a number of similarities and differences. First, 
the similarities: 

The most important similarity was that the historiograph produced from the cita- 
tion analysis duplicated 65% of the relationships in the one produced from the 
Asimov account (28143). The degree of coincidence was even greater for the rela- 
tionships that Asimov considered important enough to specify in full detail. The 
citation-based historiograph duplicated 72% of them (21129). 

Two other points of similarity had to do with judgments made or implied about 
the relative originality and importance of the events. The citation historiograph 
showed 11 events that were not connected to any earlier work, which suggested that 
they were significant departures from earlier work, marked by an exceptional degree 
of originality, and probably of fundamental importance to the overall line of 
research. In some cases, the research independence is more apparent that real; it can 
be explained by the fact that the earlier a work appears on a chronological scale that 
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stretches back to the middle of the nineteenth century, the lower the probability that 
it will contain references to earlier work. Nevertheless, the citation historiograph’s 
implication that these 11 events were historically independent coincided closely with 
Asimov’s judgment. He related only four of them to earlier work, which means that 
his judgment confirms 64% of the inferences about fundamental importance that 
could be made from the citation historiograph. An analysis of the papers that 
reported the 11 events showed that all of them did, in fact, involve highly original 
work that opened up productive new directions. 

The second similarity of judgment was more explicit. Asimov singled out one par- 
ticular event as probably being the single most important contribution to the overall 
effort, To test the citation analysis against this judgment, we calculated citation 
weights for all the nodes. The weight assigned to each node reflected the number and 
type of reference links to and from all the other nodes in the network. The nodal 
event with the highest citation weight turned out to be the same one that Asimov had 
judged to be the most important. 

The major point of difference between the two historiographs was that the one 
based on citation analysis identified 31 relationships not noted by Asimov. These 
relationships ranged in strength from perfunctory acknowledgment of earlier work 
to strong research dependency. 

Other differences were apparent when the Asimov historiograph was compared 
with the nodal citation index, which identified a number of papers and investigators 
neither implied nor mentioned by Asimov. The papers were on work that did not 
correspond to any of the nodal events but that were important enough to have been 
cited by nodal papers. Some of the investigators Asimov failed to mention consisted 
of the authors of these nonnodal papers; the rest were uncredited coauthors of nodal 
papers, These points of discrepancy were analyzed in more detail to see if citation 
counts could be taken further as a measure of the impact of scientific work, and if 
citation analysis could identify any major contributions that Asimov had not. 

DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS 

The test of citation counts as a measure of impact was built around the 41 coauthors 
of nodal papers who Asimov did not credit. By not crediting them, he implied that 
their work had less impact than the work of those he did credit. The 1961 SC1 was 
used to find out whether this implied difference was reflected in the citation record 
compiled that year for the two groups of investigators. 

The citation record put together for each investigator was based on all papers 
cited in 1961 (not just nodal papers) and consisted of the following data: 

1. Number of times cited. 
2. Number of times cited by nonnodal authors. 
3. Number of self-citations. 
4. Number of times cited by the coauthors of their nodal papers. 
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5. Number of times cited by other nodal authors. 
6. Publication date of the earliest paper cited. 

Averages were then worked out for each class of investigators. 
The analysis showed that the investigators credited by Asimov and designated as 

“senior” were more heavily cited than those who had not been credited by him and 
had been designated as “junior.” In all but three cases, the junior investigators were 
cited less frequently than the senior investigator with whom they shared the author- 
ship of a nodal paper. The three exceptions were all a matter of special cir- 
cumstance: In one case, the junior and senior investigators were coauthors in a series 
of heavily cited papers, including the nodal paper, in which the junior investigator 
was listed more often as the first author. In another case, the junior investigator, 
again, was listed as first author on the nodal paper, which was a heavily cited one. 
And in the third case, the junior investigator had been publishing much longer than 
the senior one; when the papers published prior to the earliest cited paper of the 
senior investigator were excluded from the comparison, the senior investigator 
turned out to be cited more frequently. 

The averages quantified the extent of the difference between the two groups. The 
48 senior investigators each were cited an average of 112 times, while the average per 
junior investigator was only 41.6. These rates are put into perspective by a 5.5 
average for all the reference authors listed in the 1961 SUand a 169 average for the 
I3 winners of the Nobel Prize for physics, chemistry, and medicine in 1962 and 
1963. 

Since the analysis showed that citation counts did, in fact, reflect the type of gross 
judgment Asimov implied about the relative impact of scientific work, it was ex- 
tended to see if citation rates could provide a more precise measure. This extension 
of the analysis was based on the assumption that the work reported in nodal papers 
probably had more impact than all, or most, other work reported by the authors. 
The question to be answered was whether the citation rates of the nodal papers 
reflected this level of quality. 

Again, the 1961 SCI was the source of the citation data used. This time, however, 
the comparison was not between investigators, but between all the cited papers- 
nodal and nonnodal-in which each investigator was listed as the first author. The 
comparison was made by ranking each author’s papers by the number of times they 
had been cited in 1961, and then examining the listing for each author to see where 
the nodal paper ranked relative to the others. A finding that a significant percentage 
of the nodal papers ranked first in their listings would indicate that citation counts 
might be a way of identifying what work by a given scientist has had the greatest im- 
pact. 

There were a number of factors that made the results of this analysis more in- 
dicative than definitive. One was that the analysis was based on citation data taken 
from the single year of 1961. Because authors tend to cite recent literature more fre- 
quently than older material, this approach produced a bias that is inversely propor- 
tional to age. This tendency means that the older a paper is, the lower it is likely to 
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rank relative to more recent papers. The analysis confirmed the pattern when the 
average citation rate per nodal paper was computed for three different time periods: 
the average was 15.1 for articles published from 1951-1961, 5.5 for those published 
from 1930-1950, and only 1.1 for those published from 1820-1929. The total 
number of citations to all the papers in the earliest time period was so low, in fact, 
that there was doubt about their statistical significance. 

Another factor distorting the results of the analysis was that the nodal papers were 
the earliest report of the Asimov events, but not always the most substantive. A 
number of authors went on to write comprehensive reviews of their nodal work that 
were much more heavily cited than their initial reports. 

Then, too, it was reasonable to expect that some investigators would continue to 
do outstanding work that generated even more interest than their nodal research. 
This, of course, turned out to be the case in a few instances. 

Despite these negative factors, the analysis showed that 61% of the nodal papers 
ranked as either the first or second most highly cited of the material published by 
their first author. As expected, the results were highly time sensitive. Only 35% of 
the nodal papers published prior to 1941 ranked as the first or second highest cited. 
But that ranking was achieved by 77% of the papers published after 1940. In fact, 
54% of those published between 1941 and 1961 ranked as the most highly cited 
papers produced by the investigators listed as first authors. 

The analysis concerned with identifying overlooked developments that qualified 
for inclusion in the Asimov account focused on the nonnodal papers and authors 
that were cited by at least three different nodes of the citation-based historiograph. 
They were identified by the nodal citation index. 

Only one paper met that criterion. It also matched the primary citation 
characteristics of the nodal papers: its author had been cited in the 1961 SCZ a total 
of 172 times, which was higher than the 112 citations averaged by the senior nodal 
investigators, and this particular paper was the most highly cited of his works. When 
the paper was reviewed, however, it was found to describe an experimental method 
that, though useful, probably was not important enough in the historical scheme of 
things to have been mentioned by Asimov. 

The second step in the analysis dug a little deeper by identifying all the nonnodal 
authors who had been cited by at least three different nodes, but not for any one 
paper. This uncovered 26 investigators who merited additional study. Twenty-five 
of them were cited in the 1961 SCZ more frequently than the average of 41.6 for the 
junior nodal authors. Thirteen of them were cited more frequently than the 112 
average for the senior nodal investigators. And four of the 13 were cited by nodal 
authors for papers that ranked either first or second in citation rate relative to the 
rest of the reference citations listed for them in the 1961 SCZ. Since these four papers 
matched the primary citation characteristics of the nodal papers, they were selected 
for individual analysis. 

The individual analysis showed that two of the papers described methods, one a 
reaction, and one a phenomenon that provided an explanation of RNA replication 
in the absence of DNA. Though important, the methods and reaction probably were 
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not sufficiently critical to the development and proof of the DNA theory to have 
been mentioned by Asimov. The last paper, however, was a different story. RNA 
replication in the absence of DNA challenged the entire DNA theory. Work that 
brought that capability into the framework of the DNA theory certainly seemed to 
have a place in the history of the basic science involved. Asimov agreed with that 
conclusion in later discussions. 

LESS EFFORT, MORE RESULTS 

So the citation analysis ended up uncovering an event of importance that had been 
overlooked in a history written from memory by a scientist/writer whose memory is 
acknowledged to be phenomenal. Equally important, the study showed that citation 
analysis, even at a level considerably less than exhaustive, provides a way of identi- 
fying key events, their chronology, relationships, and relative importance, and that 
it is a very useful tool in working out the history of a given scientific effort. It could 
well be, in fact, that the technique is even more useful than the DNA study indicates. 
When the SCZ data base has been expanded to cover the literature back as far as 
1900, it will be possible to see whether the ability to analyze a much larger percen- 
tage of the important journal sources produces a significantly greater degree of 
historical definition. 

Another aspect of the utility of citation analysis as a research method is that it is 
mechanistic. A computer can be used to compile a citation index from the 
bibliographic inputs, do much of the analysis needed to identify relationships and 
relative importance, and even produce historiographs (17). An on-line system for 
performing these functions in an interactive mode has already been developed at IS1 
(18). Even if the role of the computer is minimized to nothing more than the com- 
pilation of the index, the method is still mechanistic (algorithmic) in the sense that it 
consists of procedures that require no special knowledge or talents in either history 
or the subject being researched. 

The historiograph in Figure 7.6 makes the point very nicely. An update of the 
DNA history that had been done in the 1964 study, it was produced by an assistant 
of mine, working under my direction, in 1968. Neither of us were historians, nor 
knew anything about genetics. Yet, it is quite accurate as far as it goes, which is to 
show the major advances in genetics since 1960. 

The procedure we used was considerably simpler than the one followed in 1964 to 
test the validity of the method. Our starting point was a list of approximately three 
dozen papers obtained from a review of the 1967 literature on the subject (19). Using 
these papers as our source documents, we compiled a citation index of their 
bibliographies (20). The index consisted of several hundred papers, which we re- 
duced to the 28 most important by the simple method of eliminating all that had 
been cited less than five times. To validate the importance of these papers, we 
checked them out in the 1967 SCZ to see whether their relatively high citation rate 
was maintained within the broader framework of the approximately 304,000 source 
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1, Sheehan 1958; 2, Bray 1960; 3. Nircnberg 1961; 4, Marcker 1964; 5, Nirenberg 
1964; 6, Marcker 1965; 7, Brenncr 1965; 8, Khorana 1965; 9, Nirenberg 1965; 10, Khorana 1965; 
II, Marcker 1966; 12, Khorana 1966; 13, Marcker 1966; 14, Khorana 1966; 15, Adarns 1966; 
16. Webster 1966; 17, Nirenberg 1966; 18, Ochoa 1966; 19, Nakamoto 1966; 20, Bcrkrich 1967; 
21, Lucas-Leonard 1967; 22. C&key 1967; 23, Ochoa 1967; 24, Khorana 1967; 25, Nirenberg 
1967; 26, Ochoa 1967; 27, Khorana 1967; 28, Ochoa 1967. 

Figure 7.6 Historiograph of the major advances in genetics between 1958 and 1967, based on a citation 
analysis of a review of the 1967 literature. Each circle represents a paper cited five or more times by the 
papers listed in the bibliography of the review. The papers represented by solid black circles were cited 15 
times or more in the 1967 SCI. 

items from which that edition of SCI was compiled. They were, and the citation in- 
dex was used to draw the historiograph shown in Figure 7.6. A bibliography of its 
nodal papers is shown in Figure 7.7. 

Spanning the IO-year period from 1958 through 1967, this historiograph certainly 
does not fill in completely everything that happened since the earlier study, but it 
does provide a useful outline of the core work done in that time period. If the 
analysis had been expanded to the literature of each of the intervening years between 
the two studies, the picture would have been proportionately more comprehensive. 
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SK J. Amer. Chem. Sot., 80, 1154. 
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liquid scintillation counter. An&r. B&hem.. I. 279. 
3. NIRENBERG, M. and MATTHAEI, J. A. (1961). The bependence of cell-free protem synthesis in 
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(Itush.). 47. 15RE. 
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KHORANA. H. Cr. (1965). Studies on polynucleotlde$. 49. Stlmulatlon 01 btndtng of a,“~- 
noacyl-SRNAS to rlbosomes by ribotrmucleot~dcs and a survey of codon a,slgoments for 
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Y NIREVIERG. M.. LL~ER. P.. BER~FIFLU. M.. BRIMACOMBE, R.. TRVPIN. J.. ROTTMAN, ,=. and 
O’NML. C. (1965). RNA codeword5 and protein synthcw\ 7. On general nature of RNA 
code. Pror. m,,. Arud. Sc,. I Wu\h.). 53. I IhI. 

IO. Ni\,tt~u~n. S.. JONLS. D. S., O~rsurn. E.. H~vnru. H JACOR, T. M. and K,,“R*N*, H. (i. 
(1965). Srudxb I>” polynuclcotldc~. 47. In ,‘,,,o synthe,,, ,,f homopept,dc=, as d,rected by a 
ribopolynuclcotlde c”nta~“,“g a rcpeat,ng trmuclrotlde sequence - new cod,,,, sequences of 
lysmc glutamx acid and argmlne. J. mokr Bml.. Il. 281. 

II. Barrsr~~tn. M. S. and MARCKER. K. A. (1966). Polypet,d,l-r-r,bonuclclc ac,d and a,,,,““. 
acyl-s-rlbonuclelcacld bmdmgsttes on rlbosomes. Norurr. 21 I, 380. 

12. Johrs. D. S.. NISHIMURA. S. and KHORANA. H. G. (1966). St,,d,es or, polynucleot~de, 56. 
Further syntheces I” \,tro of copolypeptldes conta,n,ng 2 am,no acids I” altcmatmg 
sequen‘c dependent up”” DNA-llke polymers c”nta,nmg 2 nucleotldes ,n altcrnatlng 
\equen~c. J. mokr. Em/.. 16. 454. 

1.3. CLARK. B. F. C. and MARCKER. K. A. (1966). N-formyi-methlonyl-s-rlbonuclel ‘acid and chain 
lnitutwn m protem blosynthcw ~ polypcptide s)nthew dlrccted by a bacteriophage 
rlh,muclelc acid I” a cell-free %)rtem. Nuruw, 21 I, 378. 

14. Mon(.A% A. R., WELLS. R. D. and KIIOUANA. H. G. (1966). Studu on polynucleot,des. 59. 
turthcr codon awgnments from ammo acid mcorporatlons dwected h) rlbopolynucleoudcs 
co”tatn!ng repeating trlnucleottde \equencec. Proc. nor. Ar,,d. Sr,. ( W,,sh.]. 56. 1899. 

IS. ADAMS. J. M. and CAPECCHI. M. R. (1966). N-form~lmcthmnyl.sRNA a$ mltlator of prow” 
synthecls. Proc. nor. Acad. SC;. I Wwh.;. 55. 147. 

16. WEBSTLR. R. E.. ENGELHARDT. D. 1.. and ZINI)FR. N. (IY66). In v~troproteinqynthes~s-chdbn 
~mtiat,““. Proc. nor. Acod. SC,. (Wwh.). 55. 155. 

17. K+LLOC;G. D. A.. Dacron. B. P., LOEBEL. J. E. and NIRENRFR~,. M. (1966). RNA codons and 
protem synthws. 9. Synonym codon recognttlon by multiple species of valme-. alanme-. 
and mcthlonine.sRNA. Proc. nor Arud. SC; (1t;l~lr.t. 55. YI2. 

18. STAYLLI.. W. M.. SALAS. M.. WAHHA, A. J. and O<.H”A, S. (1966). Trantlatlon of genet,c 
message - factors I” mltlatlon of protew ,ynthcrls. Proc. WI. Arud. Sri. ( Wash.). 56, 2Y0. 

19. N~hnuoro. T. and Ko~~rors~u. 0. (1966). A posvblc mechanl\m for lnltlatwn of proteln 
>!nthcrlc. Pro<. nrrr. Anrd. So. / Wuuh.). 55. 606. 

20. BERBLRICH. M. A., KOVATH. J. S. and COLDAFR~FR. R. F. (1967). Cha,n ,“,,,a,,“” ,n a 
polwstromc message - ccquentml verws slmultmcou~ dcreprewon of enzyme\ for hlstl- 
dme blosynthesls m Salmonella typhlmurtum. Pror. nur. AnId. Su. (Wash.). 51. 1857. 

21. LUCAS-LENARD, J. and LIPMANN, F. (19671. ln~t!at,on of polyphenylalanme synthew by N- 
acctylphenylalanyl/sRNA. Pror. nrrr. Arud. SO. (W&I./. 57. 1050. 

22. CASrEt. C. T.. REDFIELD, B. and Wf~cse~c~, H. (IY67). Formylatlon of gulnca pug II\EI 
meth!on)l-sRNA. Arch. B,orhrm.. 120. 119. 

23. SAL*% M.. HILLE. M. B.. LAST. J. A.. WAHBA. A. J. and O(~OA. S. (1967). Translation of 
genetlc message. 2. EfTect of mmatlon factor, on bmdlng of formyl-methlonyl-IRNA to 
rlbowmes. Proc. nor. Arod Sri. ( Wurh.). 57. 387. 

24. GHoSH. H. P.. Sot&, D. and KHORANA. H. G. (1967). StudIe5 on polynucleotIdes. 67. lnltIatIun 
“f Proteln ,ynthesl5 I” vitro as studled by u,,ng r,ho~olynucleotldeI~t,dc~ wth rcpcatmg ““- 
cle*tlde sequences as messengers J. mokc. Biol.. 25. 275. 

25. MARSHALL. R. E.. CASKEY. C. T. and NIRENBERG, hi. (1967). Fine strocture of RNA codc- 
words recognized by bacterial amphibian and mammalian transfer RNA. Science. 155, 820. 

26. LAST. J. A.. STANLEY. W. M.. SALAS. M.. HILLE. M:B.. WAHBA. A. 1. and OCHOA. S. (1967). 
Translation of genetic message. 4. UAA as a cham termmatlon codon. Proc. “(1,. Acod. SC;. 

( Wash.), 57, 1062. 
27. K~SSEL. H.. MORGAN. A. R. and KHORANA. H. (3. (l967), Studies of polynuclcotides. 73. 

Synthesis in vitro of polypeptides containmg repeatmg tetrapeptide stquences dependent 
uPon DNA-like polymers containing repeating tetranucleotide sequences -direction of 
reading of messenger RNA. J. m&c. Biol.. 26, 449. 

28. S*L*S. M.. MILLER. M. J., WAHBA. A. J. and OCHOA, S. (1967). Translation of genetic message. 
5. Effect of Mg+ + and formylatlon of methionine m protem synthesis. Proc. nm. Acod. Sci. 
/ Worh.l. 57, 1865. 

Figure 7.7 Bibliography of the nodal papers in the historiograph of the major advances in genetics be- 
tween 1958 and 1967. 
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Citation analysis, then, seems to be a method that greatly simplifies the effort in- 
volved in constructing the sequence of events and web of relationships that serve as 
the starting point for the evaluations, interpretations, and explanations that are the 
essence of historical research. 

There is, of course, one factor that limits the application of citation analysis in 
history-of-science studies. Bibliographic citation has been an established convention 
of scientific publication only since the early part of the twentieth century. The fur- 
ther back in time a study goes beyond that point, the less realistic the picture pro- 
duced by citation analysis. In historical studies dealing with developments since the 
first quarter of this century, however, citation analysis is a method that seems to be 
able to simplify the research process and increase the research results. 
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